
Carl the Llama

1. Adjective

2. Adjective

3. Country

4. Article Of Clothing

5. Verb - Base Form

6. Adverb

7. Adjective

8. Verb - Past Tense

9. Article Of Clothing

10. Verb - Past Tense

11. Part Of Body

12. Name Of Person In Room

13. Adverb

14. Noun

15. Verb - Present Tense

16. Noun

17. Noun

18. Noun

19. Adjective

20. Noun

21. Exclamation

22. Noun
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Carl the Llama

Carl the Llama was an Adjective llama. He enjoyed exploring all over the world with his trusty

companion Bobby the narwhal. Bobby is fast, Adjective , and fun. They had traveled all throughout

Country in two years. Where would they travel next? Carl donned his lucky Article of clothing and

he climbed on Bobbys back. Verb - Base Form ! commanded the llama. Bobby swam Adverb

towards Europe. Carl left him to hang out with some Adjective whales in the Atlantic Ocean while he

ventured into the new country. Carl was leisurely walking down the road in what appeared to be a village when

suddenly something Verb - Past Tense on him! Flinging his Article of clothing to the ground, Carl

discovered that it was a sweet little canary. The canary Verb - Past Tense and sat on top of his

Part of body . Carl asked if the canary had a name and the canary said to call her Name of person in 

room . The two Adverb became friends and decided to discover what land they were on.

The strange combo of llama and bird began to wander, not really knowing where they were headed. The

Noun twisted and turned and the newfound friends found a sausage and sauerkraut stand. This

discovery made them think that they must be in Germany. But as they continued Verb - Present Tense around

they soon saw a Chinese restaurant, an African safari, and a Mexican fiesta! Carl received a new Noun

at the fiesta and approached a pack of alpacas he saw staring at him from the side of the Noun . Whats

going on? Where are we? The alpacas informed Carl and the canary that they were at Epcot in Disney World!

Carl was disappointed that Bobby swam to Florida instead of Europe, but he still enjoyed his adventurous day.

Bobby



bought Carl a Noun as an apology. Carl, a Adjective llama, forgave Bobby and the alpacas

invited them to their Noun . Carl, Bobby, and the canary all shouted, Exclamation ! as they partied

all night long. Getting lost turned out to be a very fun Noun .
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